ALWAYS PUT YOUR ANNOTATIONS ON THE LINE BELOW THE SECTION TITLE, NOT ON THE SAME LINE.

WRONG:
Other scriptures cited: Mat 4:17, Luk 9:62, Rom 6:19, Rom 15:15-16, 1Th 4:3-7, Act 8:25 

RIGHT:
Other scriptures cited:
Mat 4:17, Luk 9:62, Rom 6:19, Rom 15:15-16, 1Th 4:3-7, Act 8:25 




Sermon Tape Annotation
Summary and Outline Form
Sermon Number:
 
Sermon Title:

Date (21-Mar-2005  format):

Author (change if different): 
Rev Dr George Byron Koch 
Main topics (Use one to three items from Keyword list. Also note if major issues of theology, church, or Christian life are addressed, by topic). Note that each word is separated from the next by a comma and a space:

Keywords and expressions (Use as many as apply. Use list but feel free to make up a new one if the one you need isn’t on the list. Also include all persons that are mentioned, such as Calvin, Pascal, Aquinas, Augustine, Stott, etc.) Note that each word is separated from the next by a comma and a space:

Hebrew or Greek words explained (include a copy of this section for each foreign word that is explained):
Word (English version):
 
Hebrew, Greek, Aramaic, Latin: 
 
Original word (transliterated into English letters):
 
Scripture reference:
 
Definition (use what the preacher says):

Key scriptures (use Bible book abbreviations from list below) Note that each citation is separated from the next by a comma and a space:

Other scriptures cited:

One sentence short description of sermon:



Outline AND Long description (200-500 words).  Please use minimal indentation for your outline - flush left for 1, 2, 3, etc., indent one space for a, b, c, etc., and indent 3 spaces for i, ii, iii, etc:







Other comments (e.g. “sound quality poor,” “ incorrect scripture reference during sermon,” “long pause at beginning,” “ends abruptly,” “lots of coughing,” or anything else you believe we need to know!)







Remember that each assignment should be returned as a separate email, and the Subject: line of the email should include the word Sermon, the number, and your name, like this:
Sermon 010 from Jane Doe





